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About This Game

RAIDEN LEGACY is a four-title compilation of the mega-popular RAIDEN arcade series including RAIDEN, RAIDEN
FIGHTERS, RAIDEN FIGHTERS 2 & RAIDEN FIGHTERS JET.

The first episode takes place in 2090 while a massive Alien invasion threatens the entire Earth. To repel the onslaught of those
bad guys known as Cranassians, the World Alliance Military has developed a daring counter-attack with a powerful new

weapon: the Raiden Supersonic Attack Fighter. Be a brave pilot and use Raiden’s powerful weaponry to fight against waves of
enemy ships and save the human race!

Each title includes three different modes: “Arcade Mode” (just like the original); “Mission Mode”, which allows you to play any
unlocked stage; and “Training Mode”, which, true to its name, allows you to excel at your favorite stages and practice the most

difficult ones!
Originally developed by Seibu Kaihatsu, each of these classic scrolling arcade shooters have been enhanced with brand-new

features:

•1 - 2 simultaneous players (local + online)
•15+ different ships, each with their own characteristics, stats, weapons, and powerups!

•Remastered HD soundtrack for Raiden Fighters 1 & 2 and Raiden Fighters Jet
•Full gamepad support

•Two difficulty modes: Medium and Hard
•AutoFire: ON/OFF

•TATE support
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Compete in a virtual worldwide arcade room thanks to online leaderboards and compare your skills with the best players around
the world. You are humanity's only hope for survival!

GET READY TO ROCK ‘N FIRE: RAIDEN LEGACY IS HERE!!
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Raiden Legacy is basically Raiden Fighters Aces for the 360 from 2008 with The Original Raiden game added to it so 4 games
in one. Classic shoot em up games if you know Raiden gameplay and history especailly the offshoots of Fighters Series. Now to
point something out, because of the 47 total reviews being Mostly Negitive, I tested this game out and found out all of the issues
people have complained about before seem to be fixed entirely. The only issues I feel is the main menu system is lacking for PC
and kinda wish they kept how the RFA on the 360 Menus functions. there is Keyboard support and can change the controls as
you see fit however if using a Controller I havent found anything into changing or seeing how the controls function entirely so
thats one thing that kinda sucks in comparison to the other Raiden games on Steam. The Sound and Effect sound on point
though I notice during RF2 the music either got too quiet or turned off during one of the bosses, I dont know if that is just how
the game happens or if it has something to do with the HD music and sounds options. Speaking of sounds the sound menu only
has a Overall setting instead of indivuals which is kinda sad but I guess it kinda doesnt matter being a shoot em up and all. One
last thing, I dont know if there is something i have to do but my Video settings did reset to default after I set them If that is a
legit issue that needs to be fix if a Dev is still around. But to be honest Overall It seems to be a better functioning game then
people said on launch. Maybe there is more things im not noticing since I only played about 10 mins of each thing (i mean Shoot
em ups are short games) If you like and know of the Raiden Series I would still think this is worth picking up since not a lot of
people have been with people staying away being in the Mostly Neg setting.
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